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I rented this book as part of my college curriculum but have to say it is the most enjoyable and easy
to understand textbook I have ever come across. The examples are easy to follow and most
importantly the book walks the reader step by step through creating a database for the first time.
Would highly recommend to the first time user of SQL Management Studio.

This book is one of the worst textbooks I've ever used. The idea of using a narrative to convey
information seems like a good one but makes it difficult to find the information you need.

Additionally, this book looks like it was made using Microsoft Word, including default Word
headings, which makes it look cheap.

This book is being used as a textbook in my "Intro to Databases" course. This book should not be
considered a textbook, it is merely a story of a student who had taken the intro to databases course
and is now trying to remember how to create a database for her school tutoring system... this book
is very frustrating if your intention is to learn more about databases.

I am currently working towards getting a second degree, which I believe gives me the ability to spot
a decent text book, and this book is pretty poor in my opinion. There isn't nearly as much
information as there is some bad story about a girl trying to make a database. Honestly I wish there
was more information and less trying to write a story because the book would be cut in half, and
only focus on the data that I care about. It is a pain to navigate through the poorly written story of
Sharon who is trying to make a tutoring database. Besides this, the questions and vocabulary
sections are annoying to attempt to work through. All the vocab is in the margins of the chapters
which makes it easy to just find a short description, but they don't bother bolding the keywords in the
text so you can get a better definition of the concepts. Often the questions or "Practices" are lacking
in actual instruction and are more annoying that useful.Please, if you are a professor teaching a
database course, do not make your students read this.

This book is terrible for learning SQL. It is very vague and has little to no instructions for actually
learning how to use SQL. If you want to learn to create a basic database it is ok at best. Do not buy
this book and expect to learn and understand SQL.

This book is not the book to learn data base design from. There is so much filler with the story line
that is confuses the facts. You can tell that it was written my an English/Literature professor who did
went into information technology because there were no other jobs. Don't purchase this unless you
have to....

Although this book is helpfull for database design (what not to do) the glossary does not match the
text referenced in the volume nor does the index link to the subjects covered in the chapters very
well. I cannot say this can be considered textbook and cannot get around the fact that the price for
such an incomplete volume is exceedingly high and the fact that it is being employeed as a textbook

at the very institution where Mr. Conger is currently attending has no correlation?

I'm forced to use this book for my CPT 242 Database class, and I'm tired of hearing my teacher
disagree with the author on how certain things should be handled. But that is her issue, not
mine.The book a poor job at helping the reader truly understand what is going on. We are five
chapters in, and I constantly keep flipping back through, trying to gain a bit more clarity, but nothing
is well defined or described. The definitions for terms are brief and do not help grasp what the
keywords mean. The text itself is very dry and bland, making it very tedious to get through.This
textbook, combined with a teacher who is coasting on by with tenure, makes for a very frustrating
learning experience (though I don't believe a motivated teacher could make this book any easier to
swallow.)
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